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TRANsmSSION SCINITPHOTOGRAPlrl 

HalO. Anger and James }fcRae 

Donner JJabora tory of Hedical Physics and Biophysics 
and Lal}renlCe Radiation Labora tory 

University of California} Berkeley} Cal{fornia 

Transmission pictures can be' obtained of the lungs} 

diaphragm and heart in anterior) posterior and lateral projections 

. using the scintillation camera ~ith a radioactive source on the 

opposite side of the patient. 

Transmission pictures are of use in interpreting con-

ventional emission scintirhotos in \·,hich <l radioactive pharma-

ceutical is administered to the patiellt and pictures showing its 

localization are taken with the scintillation camera. In the 

past there have been difficulties in relating these emission 

scintiphotos to the anatomy of the patient. Radioactive markers) 

optical photographs of the region, and standard radiographs have 

been used} but there are limitations to all of these methods. 

Tr:ansmission pictures largely overcom~ these problems in organs 

bordered by air because they show the exact position of the border 

in a scintiphoto that is the sam~ size as the emission scintiphoto. 

The tech~iquc is proviqg of espccial value in centering the heart 

and lungs for dynan;ic tracl?r stadics. In lung pCTfusion stud:ies 

tak211 using macroaggrcgates) radioactive bolus techniques) or 
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lungs,' and: the emission pictures can thenb~ in~erp~ete,d properfy. 

In liver studies" space occupying defects between the liver and 

lung can be seen by comparing the transmis'sion picture )which 

show's the lung; to the emission picture) which shoW's the liver. 

" , .... , \ 

, . 

A dis,crepancy indicates a space-occupying lesion at the lung base', 

or bet,.,reen the liver and the diaphragln. In cases of pericardial 

'effusion" a transmission picture of the heart is compared 'rl th a ' 

blood pool picture.- A difference in size indicates fluid 

surrounding the heart. Gas within the stomach and 'bm.,rel is 

visualized and barium contrast agents can ~e seen in the 

, intestine. 

The use of transmission -scans taken uitha rec'tilinear 

scanner as a means of improving the anatomical orientation and 

interpretation of conventional emission scans has been reported 

previously by Kuhl" et a1 (1)" and the technique has been used 

by Anger (2) to outline the body and -lungs ,in the lfuole Body 

/1 , 
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Scanner Nark II.' . ': .i' 
",'I, ,." •• :' ,', 

To take transmission' images uith the scin~i1lation 
"', ~ , ':, ~ 

camera" either a point source or an exte~dedsource is used) " '. ' 

. ,.. 
, . 

depending on the collimation method to be used in taking the " 

emission. pictures. If a multichannei collimator is to be used" 

a radioactive source in the form of a disc 11 inches in diameter 

is po~itioned underneath the-patient, as shown in Fig. 1. A 

second multichannel collimator is placed on top of the source to 
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. reduce the radiati6n dose to the patient and to produce a beam 

. of paraHelgamma rays. The use of t,01O collimators reduces the 

amount of scattered radiation reaching the image detector and 

therefore improves the contrast of the image. If the source 

contains lO~20 mCr of Tc-99m, transmission pictures of the chest 

wit~·200~bOO- 400,000 courits can be obtained in 1-2 minutes. 

The pa~i~nt receives less than 1 milliroentgen'per hour to the .. 
area of the body ,,,i thin the y-ray beam and virtually no irradiation 

e1se,.,here. Thus a series of exposures las ting six minutes resul ts 

in a dose less than 0.1 mr. 

The 140 KeV gamma rays from technetium have very little 

selective absorption in bone compared ,,,i th lo,,,er-energy gamma 

rays and x-rays (3). They are scattered by all tissues and there-

fore are especially useful for i~aging air spaces within the body. 

Def~cts within air spaces, such as large solid lesions in the 

lung, can also be visualized. The quality and relative merits of 

transmission scinttphotos using gamma rays of different energy are 

being explored~ 1-125 (~30 KeV) and Tc-99m (140 KeV) give excellent 

heart and lung pictures. Adequate heart shadm'ls can also be. 

taken using Ba-133 (360 KeV), although contrast is reduced due to 

. greater·l?enetrati.on of soft .~issue by the more energetic r-rays . 
. ' , 

When.possible the transmission picture is taken prior 

to administration of the radioisotope. Otherwise, the energy of 

the transmission r-r·ay should be higher than that of the emission 
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: gamma ray' and'preperpulse,~h~i:ght selectien sheuld be used if 

" interference is to" be' aveided. In s~me ~ases", trans'missie~'and,', 

emiss'ien studies, are recerded en the same sheeteffilm"and 
.' . ." . 

. '. in this case ,the same isetepe can be used in the seurce as in the 

patient. ;External metallic ebjects such as leckets produce 

shadcnols andsheuld net be alle\ved within the camera field. 

In beth transmissien and emi ssien pic tures taken \vi th ' , ',' " • 
-, ' 

mul tic1'!annel cellimaters" the parts ef, the subject clesest to' 
,;; . 

. 
the cellimator are sharpest in the resulting pictures., Thus",o.,,· 

PA transmissien pictureef the chest she\vs the heart clearly., 

-;'-
while an AP vie\v she\vs the 'spinal celumn better. 

Transmissien pictures can also. be used inpesitren-
"~ . 

camera studies. Since pesitren-ceineidence cellimatien preduces 

a slightly magnified image ef the subject at the image detecter 

crystal (4) a radieactive peint seurce i~ used rather than a 

disc.' The source is placed at the same distance frem the image . I.'., 

detecter as the pesitren-camera fecal~detecter crystal so. that , .... , 

the transmission 'scintiphetes'have the same magnificatien as the' 

pesitren emissien pictures. No. cellimaters are used. The 

-seurce is heused in a lead shield so. that an area enly slightly 

:larger than the image detecter is irradiated. 'Ce-139 mak~s a 

very sa tis fac tery seurce becau'se ef its energy (160 KeV) and 

half life (140 d~ys). A 250 Micrecurie point seurce allews 

pictures to' be taken in 1-2 minutes. 
", 

,The pelnt seurce technique has been tised in Rb-82 

studi.es ef the myecardium (5). It allotvs preper pesiti.ening ef 
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the patient pdor to the inJection of the short-lived tracer, 

and it provides an accurate outline of the heart
l 

to aid in the 

int~rpretation of the emission pictures. 

Four transmission views of the chest of a male weighing 

.' 150 lbs are, sho~'1l1.in Fig. 2. They were taken using a collimated 

disc source' of Tc-99m. In Fig. 2A the neck.and upper lung fields 

a.re seen, 'and the' pulmonary arteries and ciav~cle~ arevisibl'e 

as areas of slightly decreased transmission. The bright areas 

above the shoulders result from unabsorbed passage of gamma 

rays outside the body. Fig. 2B shows a left lateral decubitus 

" 

~iew of the upper lung fields, showing the anterior and posterio~: 

body walls and the cardiac silhouette. The vertebral,~:olumn 

cannot be distinguished in this projection using ganwa rays of 

140 KeV. Fig. 2C' sho~"s a supine pos teroan terior vie", of the 

10~"er chest. The outline of the heart and diaphragm are ,,,ell 

sho\m. Fig.2D shows a prone anteroposterior projection shm"ing 

the vertebral, colunul and surrounding soft tissues. The heart 

"border is 1e'ss clear because i; 'is f~rther from the collimator. 

in this view •. The 1m'ler border of the lung is also not, as sharp, 

probably because the dia~hragm in this view is not in line with 

the gamma-ray beam. 
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Fig. 1. Technique for taking transmission, sCintiphotos using a 

" 'disc source. 
, +c\ Kelt\ w \+t, 

Fig. ,2. Transmission pictures l~~~sg Tc-99m gamma rays. 
" 1'\ ' 

A. Upp ':"r , chest, anterior vie,,,. 

B. l-Iiddle chest, left lateral vie,,,. 

C. Heart and diaphragm, anterior vie,,,~ 

,D. Heart., spinal colunm.} and part of diaphragm, 
posterior view. ' .... 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1SS1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to'the extent that 
such employee or contractor of th~ Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






